
Quppy introduces futuristic multi-currency
crypto-wallet with a unique cross-platform
advantage
The Quppy wallet is a multi-language and
multi-currency licensed crypto wallet that
assures the most advanced security
features.

TALLIN, ESTONIA, September 6, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Quppy
wallet is a breakthrough multi-
language and multi-currency licensed
crypto wallet that assures the exclusive
benefit of cross-platformity and the
most advanced security features.

No more struggles to find multiple
wallets for different crypto accounts.
Estonia-based fintech company Quppy
has recently launched a revolutionary
crypto wallet that assures a unique
advantage of cross-platformity.

Much to the convenience of investors,
the latest next-generation wallet
enables users to share crypto assets
via different accounts inside one single
wallet.
The all-new Quppy wallet is a multi-
language and multi-currency licensed crypto wallet with cutting-edge security features.

The next-gen wallet houses an advanced crypto portal that will help both corporate and private

Quppy wallet is designed to
make life easier for miners,
traders, crypto investors. As
our user, you will be able to
share all your crypto assets
through various accounts on
one single platform.”

Dmitry Nikiforov, CEO,
managing partner Quppy

Europe

clients to integrate traditional banking services into the
crypto world. Quppy supports a prompt exchange of a
versatile range of cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, and Altcoin.

What separates Quppy wallet from other regular wallets is
its exclusive cross-platform compatibility which is not
viable with the existing counterparts. The breakthrough
wallet is designed to allow users to share crypto assets via
different accounts inside one single wallet as far as  within
a decentralized storage system.

In the contemporary market, the client has to play multiple
roles: of a cardholder, user, buyer, investor, seller and

borrower, which altogether makes things slightly complicated. Quppy solves the main problems

http://www.einpresswire.com


by bundling all these necessary
services within one single
infrastructure that optimizes both
operating and consumer activities.

“Quppy wallet is designed to make life
easier for miners, traders, crypto
investors, with pragmatic benefits. As
our user, you will be able to share all
your crypto assets through various
accounts on one single platform. You
will no longer  have to waste time on
searching for compatible wallets for
your multiple crypto accounts and
assets. Quppy wallet is your next and
the only wallet”, stated Dmitry
Nikiforov, CEO, managing partner
Quppy Europe.

The spokesperson also assured superior security for users. Based on blockchain technology, the
wallet offers secured decentralized storage facility for cryptocurrencies. Additionally, it’s backed
by other advanced security features like 2-factor authentication and unique private key storage
security system.

“The private keys are stored as well as controlled by the client himself/herself to ensure
optimized privacy and security for your crypto assets.”

Speaking further, the spokesperson highlighted the major benefits of Quppy wallet. The wallet
assures fast cryptocurrency exchange, instant traction, fast fund transfer and a decentralized
secured crypto storage platform backed by the most advanced asset-protection features. It
supports 3 main cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin, Bitcoin cash, and Litecoin and will allow
transaction in such fiat currencies as Euro and USD in the nearest future. Moreover, Quppy
assures a very simple and friendly interface for easy navigation.

The Quppy wallet is just a part of a full-function financial platform that includes the payment
system Quppy Pay with bank accounts, prepaid bank cards, Quppy Finance with a P2P lending
platform, unified platform for placement and attraction of investments and the EMI licensed
Quppy Bank.

Quppy has already launched Quppy Wallet app for both Android and iOS users. For more
information, please visit http://quppy.com
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